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AbstractPresent scholarship informs that teacher self-efficacy is in nexus with the quality ofteaching. Thus, this study considers the issue of teacher self-efficacy in Englishteaching, particularly concerning ICT. It aimed at examining whether the Englishteachers’ self-efficacy in ICT can be developed by using effective strategies of

Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools in teaching English. The study employed a mix-method analysis with a congruent mixed-method design. The participants werethree female and one male English teachers teaching English in elementary schools.They all received educational intervention on the practical strategies of using
Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools. Closed-ended questionnaire was used to getquantitative data and it was administered before and after the teachers received theintervention. The data from the questionnaire were analyzed quantitatively throughmean comparison. Besides, an interview was used to get qualitative data which wereanalyzed thematically. The quantitative result showed the mean comparisonbetween pre and post-test: the post-test mean score was higher (M = 3.18) than pre-test (M = 2.71). The qualitative data indicated that the participants’ efficacy forinstructional strategies, classroom management, and student engagement weregetting better. In short, both quantitative and qualitative showcase that the self-efficacy of the teachers in ICT was developed when they implemented the Microsoft
365 Digital Classroom Tools.
Keywords: English language teaching, ICT, Microsoft 365, teacher self-efficacy

INTRODUCTIONSelf-efficacy is an individual's belief in one's abilities and perceived expertise inperforming specific tasks (Bandura, 1977) has received a great deal of attention inteacher education (Hoang & Wyatt, 2021). Teacher self-efficacy is defined as a teacher'sopinion of their own ability to control a classroom, engage students, and undertakeallotted teaching materials (George et al., 2018). Empirical research from Zee & Koomen,(2016) shows teachers' self-efficacy, this relationship among teacher efficacy andlearning affirm. One of their breakthroughs was that teachers' self-efficacy positivelycorrelated with teacher behavior habits and classroom quality practices. As a result,studies on teachers' self-efficacy are critical.The COVID-19 pandemic has ruined people's lives. It has, however, accelerated thedevelopment of online English language education (Carrillo & Flores, 2020), whichfocuses the world's attention on online English teaching modes (Gao & Zhang, 2020; Pu,
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2020). Accordingly, during the Covid-19 pandemic, English teachers hugely used onlineteaching modes to teach English. Each reason behind this phenomenon is that variouscountries have enacted policies requiring the substitution of traditional (Carrillo &Flores, 2020). Indonesia is among them. In Indonesia, the Ministry of Education hascalled for a nationwide expansion of online education to ensure that learning persistseven if classes are canceled due to the Covid-19 pandemic (Bureau of Communicationand Public Service & Culture, 2020). Thus, English teachers in Indonesia also move toonline learning and use various modes of online teaching to teach English.Unfortunately, English teachers still face problems in Indonesia, particularly concerningICT use.Interestingly, research on Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools and their impact onEnglish teachers’ self-efficacy in ICT is scarce. A related study was found by Amirullah &Maesaroh, (2020) and Tahani R. K. Bsharat & Fariza Behak, (2021) with the title “TheImpact of Microsoft Teams’ App in Enhancing Teaching-Learning English during theCoronavirus (COVID-19) from the English teachers’ perspectives'' in Jenin city. Showsquantitative results Data encoded using SPSS v. 23. Analytical procedures, includingconducting descriptive analysis. One-way ANOVA is used to explore differences, if any,between participants depending on their experience and age.In this study, the impact of the Microsoft Teams App in improving English learningduring the Coronavirus (COVID-19) from the perspective of English teachers in the cityof Jenin used a self-managed questionnaire, which revealed the high impact of the use of
Microsoft Teams on improving English teaching during the Coronavirus (COVID-19).Then another study written by Gufron Amirullah and Maesaroh (2020) with the title"Development of Microsoft 365-Based Digital Classes at Muhammadiyah School of DKIJakarta." Showing the results of qualitative data that through Microsoft teams teachersand learners can collaborate information and data from the online learning process, theskills of operating Microsoft 365 by teachers have also improved. Which conductedonline digital training using Microsoft 365, not so much focused on the impact of theeffective strategy use of the tools in Microsoft 365 for the teachers’ self-efficacy in ICT.Due to COVID-19 restriction, according to the circular of the Surabaya City government,the government actually invited teacher representatives from every school in Surabayato be given training regarding the benefits and how to use of Microsoft 365 as a means ofimplementing online learning. On the contrary, there are still many teachers who lackself-efficacy in ICT, and of course this will hinder their online learning which will have animpact on the quality of student learning. Thus, we can see a gap in the field of ICT tools,particularly concerning their impact on teachers’ self-efficacy. This gap is essential tounderstand to what extent English teachers have already had abilities to manage theclassroom, engage students, and carry out assigned teaching tasks using the availableICT tools such as Microsoft 365.Therefore, this study extended the previous study and addresses these problems,minimal ICT tools that help English teachers teach English online. This study developedstrategies for using Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools as a means of implementing
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online learning which can maintain the quality of student learning even through onlinelearning. Using the tools, teachers can manage the English online learning and thestudents easily. This will trigger teachers’ sense of ability or agency when using ICT in alanguage classroom, in other words, their self-efficacy in ICT. Considering teachers’ self-efficacy, as informed above, is in nexus with the quality of teaching and learning,
Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools by English teachers are expected to benefit thequality of online English instructions. Besides, when English teachers can effectively useICT, it may promote high levels of student engagement and create a more dynamiclearning environment (Hatlevik & Hatlevik, 2018). Besides, when teachers are physicallyand mentally prepared to integrate technology into their teaching, every activity in theclassroom will be more organized (Lailiyah & Cahyono, 2017). Thus, this study focuseson the implementation of Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools developed by theresearchers and investigates their impact on English teachers’ self-efficacy in ICT.
METHODOLOGY
Research DesignThis study employed mix-method research with a congruent mixed-method design.The design benefits for revealing a complete analysis of an investigated issue usingquantitative and qualitative data (Dawadi et al., 2021). Thus, this study was able to showthe whole picture of the implementation of Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools onEnglish teachers’ self-efficacy in ICT.
ParticipantsThe participants were three female and one male English teacher who taught Englishonline in elementary schools who still did not know the benefits and how to use
Microsoft 365. They were selected because they expressed problems in ICT use and theyvoluntarily wanted to get involved in the educational intervention program. Then, theywere given short training about the Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools beforeimplementing them in their online classroom. They signed a consent form for ethicalpurposes.
Educational Intervention: Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools

Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools were used as an educational intervention toboost teachers’ self-efficacy in ICT. The tools had been provided in Microsoft 365, and theresearchers created effective ways or strategies using the tools for instructionalpractices, particularly in teaching English. The strategies were validated by a Microsoft
365 official mentor and been tried out to a teacher, and they echoed that the strategieswere ready to use in the instruction. The effective strategies of Microsoft 365 digitalclassroom tools are presented in Table 1.Table 1. Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools and its Effective Use in Teaching English

Microsoft 365 Effective Strategies of Use
Microsoft Forms In this research, researchers will use Microsoft

Forms as a medium or tool to record student
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data and student feedback.
Power Automate In this research, researchers will use Microsoft

Power Automate to create flows and automatethe process of running Microsoft 365 digitalclassroom tools.
SharePoint In this research, the researcher will use it as aplace to store and record all incoming data andcan be shared and viewed by people who aremembers of the class (Microsoft Teams) createdby the researcher.
OneDrive In this research, researchers will use OneDriveas a place to store all files and necessities thatwould be used in learning activities.
Outlook In this research, researchers will use Outlook asa means of sending mass emails, bothcontaining a schedule of learning activities,confirmations, and reports of learningoutcomes.
Microsoft Excel In this research, researchers will use Microsoft

Excel as a medium for managing and displayingdata.
Microsoft PowerPoint In this research, researchers use Microsoft

PowerPoint as a medium in make interestingsubject materials and designing a certificate oflearning outcomes.
Microsoft Word In this research, researchers would use theribbon developer in Microsoft Word, whichfunctions to automate the name of the learningoutcomes, and the status of the student'spassing or not on the learning outcomescertificate automatically integrated with

Microsoft Power Automate.
Microsoft Teams In this research, researchers will use Microsoft

Teams as a substitute for offline classes andmake it a class in the context of online learning.
Data Collection Instrument and TechniqueQuantitativeA questionnaire was an instrument used to get quantitative data. It was in the form ofa four-point Likert scale, so the data were interval. It was used and administered beforeand after the participants used the Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools. It was adoptedfrom Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, (2001). This questionnaire was chosen because it
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emphasized ICT elements to express teachers' effectiveness in using ICT in the teachingand learning process. Furthermore, it passed construct validity tests of factor analysisand had robust reliability results, Cronbach alpha, 0.94. Notably, the questionnaire hadstrong consistency of use over various contexts, such as Zee et al., (2018), whichdiscovered that item reliability scores ranged from 0.86 to 0.87, and Sakız et al., (2019),which found that the instrument's reliability value ranged between 0.83 and 0.93. Thus,this study adopted the questionnaire and used it in the English teaching context. Theoriginal device used English, then was translated into Indonesian to addressparticipants’ misunderstandings. The questionnaire survey can be seen in the appendix.QualitativeSemi-structured interviews were used to reveal teachers’ self-efficacy after theparticipants used Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools. Interviews with each teacherwere timetabled for approximately 30 minutes. The interview questions were theinstrument and they produced data in the forms of opinions/expressions/sentencesabout self-efficacy in ICT. The interview questions per se were developed based on theteacher self-efficacy domain stated in the questionnaire of Tschannen-Moran & Hoy,(2001), which include: efficacy for instructional strategies,efficacy for classroommanagement, and efficacy for student engagement.Interview questions were given in Indonesian. The list of questions asked during theinterview is in the following.1. What Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools have you used?2. How do you feel after you try to use Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools?3. Do you think Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools help you in your Englishteaching? In what ways? Would you please elaborate?4. Do you think Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools help you to organize yourEnglish class? In what ways? Would you please elaborate?5. Do you think Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools help you to make yourstudents involved in your English class? In what ways? Would you pleaseelaborate?
Data AnalysisQuantitative data analysis was performed using the comparative mean score. It wasperformed to the results of the pre and post-test questionnaire using SPSS. Furthermore,qualitative data analysis was thematically analyzed. The procedures were that theinterview results were transcribed and analyzed their content and matched with thesethree themes. These three themes were generated from the domain of teacher self-efficacy from Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, (2001): efficacy for instructional strategies,efficacy for classroom management, and efficacy for student engagement.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ResultsQuantitative ResultsTable 2 contains the results of the mean comparison between pre and post-test toobtain the impact of the strategy use of Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools onteachers’ self-efficacy in a few participants using SPSS.

Table 2. Mean difference of pre and post-test
N Test Mean Difference SE

4 Pre-Test 2.71 .17

4 Post-Test 3.18 .05

Table 2 showed the mean comparison between pre and post-test: the post-test meanscore was higher (M = 3.18) than pre-test (M = 2.71). This indicated that the use ofstrategy Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools could develop the teacher’s self-efficacy.Qualitative Results1) Efficacy for instructional strategiesThe use of Microsoft 365 digital classroom tools on the teachers’ self-efficacy wasconsidered by the respondents as a solution in the midst of the development of this era.The qualitative data revealed that the teachers have perceived that they have increasedtheir ability to perform English instructional activities. They think that they havebetterment in terms of delivering materials and making the learning materials becomemore interesting, enjoyable, and innovative due to implementing effective use of
Microsoft 365 digital tools in their classroom.

Table 3. Results in terms of efficacy for instructional strategies
PARTICIPANTS

T1 T2 T3 T4

Microsoft Teams helpsme in teaching todeliver materials, sowhen I have created
PowerPoint, I can sharedirectly and can be seenby students. In addition,when I give exercisesabout using Microsoft
Word which I then sendto Microsoft Teams, so

Yes of coursebecause inteaching Englishon students havedifficultyunderstanding thematerial, so with
Microsoft Teams, Ican make thematerial moreinteresting and

Yes, because I cantake advantage oftechnology in myclassroom and ofcourse, this makes itvery easy for me toteach, I can makeclassroom materialsmore interesting withthe help of
PowerPoint and

Yes, I think the Microsoft
365 digital classroomtool helps me in doinglearning activities. Thelearning activities I didthis time were moreinnovative and, in thiscase, I was able to makethe learning activitiesmore enjoyable thanjust using books and
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children can print, canbe done directly. easier tounderstand. spread it to studentseasily. whiteboards on theusual learning activities.
2) Efficacy for classroom managementIn terms of efficiency for classroom management, the teacher felt the strategy to use

Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools was very easy, quickly sharing the material withstudents before starting to teach. So, it’s more conductive when the teacher explains.Moreover, the teacher felt very helpful when it comes to compiling online classschedules, division, and task collection. Easier to share class schedules, presence, andalso office selection that has many features from material work, problem making todisplaying and processing student learning data. Furthermore, this strategy helps theteacher in making learning activities more innovative and more enjoyable.
Table 4. Results in terms of efficacy for classroom management

PARTICIPANTS
T1 T2 T3 T4Because indeed, it is veryeasy, quickly share thematerial with students beforestarting to teach. So, studentsat least have a handle in theform of PowerPoint(material). So, students canread first. When explaining,there are some things thatstudents have understood.So, it's more conducive whenI explain.

Yes, Microsoft
Teams can be veryhelpful when itcomes tocompiling onlineclass schedules,division, and taskcollection.

Yes, I am easier toshare classschedules,presence, and also
Microsoft Officeselection that hasmany featuresfrom materialwork, problemmaking, todisplaying andprocessing studentlearning data.

Yes, I think the
Microsoft 365 digitalclassroom tools helpedme in processing theclass. I think thematerial or task can bemore organized withthe use of Microsoft 365digital classroom tools.

3) Efficacy for student engagementThe strategy uses Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools. It also has an impact onefficacy for student engagement. Every teacher felt that their student was more activeduring the learning process and more responsible because if they do not do automatictasks, their value will not enter. Furthermore, this strategy helped a teacher in gettingstudents involved in the class.Table 5. Results in terms of efficacy for student engagement
PARTICIPANTS

T1 T2 T3 T4Well, enough, the studentscomment on my task whenthere is a lack of under-standing of the material. Also I
Yes, students canbe more activeduring the learningprocess. Children in

Yes, in QnA sessionsin Microsoft Teamsand work on tasksin the form, because
Yes, I think the Microsoft
365 digital classroomtools helped me ingetting students involved
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can answer it, so there isinteraction. In addition, ifhe/she (the students) arefinished and can say orcomment as well, then I cangive a score.
English lessons areless active andmore passive, sothey can bemotivated to takeEnglish lessons.

if they do not doautomatic taskstheir score will notenter.
in my classes. In thiscase, the Microsoft 365digital classroom toolsare able to makestudents play an activerole to participate inlearning activities bydoing tasks using
Microsoft Office.

DiscussionThe quantitative result showed the mean comparison between pre and post-test: thepost-test mean score was higher than pre-test. This indicated that the use of strategy
Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools could develop the teacher’s self-efficacy in ICT.The qualitative data in efficacy for instructional strategies revealed that the teachershave perceived that they have increased their ability to perform English instructionalactivities, deliver materials, and make the learning materials become more interesting,enjoyable, and innovative.In terms of efficiency for classroom management, the teacher felt the strategy to use
Microsoft 365 digital Classroom Tools was very easy, and quickly shared the materialwith students before starting to teach. So, it’s more conductive when the teacherexplains. Moreover, the teacher felt very helpful when it came to compiling online classschedules, and task collection. Easier to share class schedules, presence, and also officeselection that has many features from material work, problem making to displaying andprocessing student learning data. Furthermore, in terms of student engagement. Everyteacher felt that their student was more active during the learning process and moreresponsible because if they do not do automatic tasks, their value will not enter.Furthermore, this strategy helped a teacher in getting students involved in the class. Inshort, both quantitative and qualitative results showcase that the implementation of
Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools could develop the teacher’s self-efficacy in ICT.Interestingly, our findings extend the findings of other studies. A related study fromTahani R. K. Bsharat and Fariza Behak (2021) showed that the Microsoft Teams Appimproved English teaching during the Coronavirus (COVID-19). Another study writtenby Gufron Amirullah and Maesaroh (2020) showed that through Microsoft teamsteachers and learners could collaborate information and data from the online learningprocess and the skills of operating Microsoft 365 by teachers have also improved. Thequantitative and qualitative findings of our study add another novel information thatMicrosoft 365 digital classroom tools can also be a way for developing self-efficacyteachers in ICT through effective use of it.The possible reasons for the development are that the strategies that we proposed tobe used by the teachers are compatible with the work. In other words, the strategies ofthe teacher can have a feeling of agency to control classroom activities in online learning
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using ICT; making the teachers’ self-efficacy in ICT develop. This speaks of what Bandura(1977) views about self-efficacy is an individual's belief in one's abilities and perceivedexpertise in performing specific tasks (Bandura, 1977).Furthermore, our qualitative data are also in agreement with the concept of theteacher self-efficacy echoed by George et al. ( 2018). They say that teacher self-efficacy isa teacher's opinion of their own ability to control a classroom, engage students, andundertake allotted teaching materials. Our qualitative data showed that the teachershave perceived that they have increased their ability to perform English instructionalactivities, deliver materials, and make the learning materials become more interesting,enjoyable, and innovative. In addition, our qualitative data findings also speaks to thebenefits of ICT use in English language classrooms, creating high levels of studentengagement and a more dynamic learning environment (Hatlevik & Hatlevik, 2018).
CONCLUSIONThe research aimed at examining the implementation of Microsoft 365 digitalclassroom tools developed by the researchers, particularly in its impact on Englishteachers’ self-efficacy in ICT. The findings revealed quantitative results showing themean comparison between pre and post-test: the post-test mean score was higher thanpre-test. This indicated that the use of strategy Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Toolscould develop the teacher’s self-efficacy. The qualitative data in efficacy for instructionalstrategies revealed that the teachers have perceived that they have increased theirability to perform English teaching activities. In terms of efficacy for classroommanagement, the strategy using Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools are very easy.Easier to share class schedules, presence, and also the tasks. This strategy helps theteacher in making learning activities more innovative and more enrichment. Thestrategy uses Microsoft 365 Digital Classroom Tools to make teachers and students moreproductive in the classroom. Every teacher felt that their student was more active duringthe learning process and more responsible because if they do not do automatic tasks,their score will not enter into the system.Although this study has successfully revealed important findings on a way to increaseteachers' self-efficacy in ICT, this study still has limitations. The number of respondents(subjects) in this research is scant, only four people. In the next research, the otherresearcher can add research subjects. In addition, this research context focuses onelementary school-level English learning. Further research can be traced to secondaryschool and senior high school contexts.
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APPENDIX

The Questionnaire Survey
Name:

Email:

School:

Teacher self-efficacy towards Microsoft 365 Based Digital Classroom Tools
Instruments adapted from Tschannen-Moran and Hoy, 2001

No Item Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Learning Strategies. through using Microsoft365 Based Digital  Classroom Tools, I got...1 Modify the assessment strategy.2 Explain the confusion of students.3 Ask a clear question.4 Standardize teaching strategies.5 Answer multi-level questions from students.6 Adjust teaching based on studentunderstanding.7 Measuring understanding related to studentlearning.8 Adjust the tasks according to the student level.
Class Management. through using Microsoft365 Based Digital Classroom Tools I can...1 Control of student discipline.2 Influence students to follow class rules.3 Calm the noisy students.4 Create a student discussion group.5 Dealing with the problem of students who areleft behind.6 Dealing with students who lack discipline.7 Predict student behavior.
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8 Creating a smooth learning routine.
Student Engagement. through usingMicrosoft 365 Based Digital  Classroom Tools, Igot...1 Encourage students to do learning activities.2 Encourage students to like/appreciatelearning.3 Motivate students to engage in learning.4 Ensure students are diligent in carrying outevery learning activity.5 Improve students' understanding through avariety of learning.6 Help students think critically.7 Arouse student creativity.8 Explore the level of understanding of students.


